
CORE Team Minutes
Thursday, 28 October 2021

Attendees:  Becky Jo Messenbrink, Bob Lindberg, Bruce Webster, Chris Lotzow, Eric Hyde, Lois Hyde,
James Kern, Mark Perschnik, Eric Peterson, Kathy Bowman, Karen Prestly, and Jack Elkin.

Guest: Brianna Collett

 Social Media training via pre-recorded video by Brianna was conducted.   Brianna joined us live
to answer questions and talk about the importance of the Social Media Request/Facebook
Content form for assistance from the Social Media Team in taking the request, providing visuals
and posting. Use of this form is for both items to be posted on the church’s Facebook public
page or in Our Community.

Any and all teams are asked to use this form that it is channeled to the Social Media Team to
ensure all posting are in keeping with the church’s branding.

 Nomination & Shared Leadership discussion followed.   After 18 months under the new church
structure some team members who elected 18-month terms will be leaving teams the end of
December 2021.   Becky Jo will be confirming via e-mail with each team whose terms are
expiring.

New Team members will need to be elected at our Annual Meeting in January.

Becky Jo will be looking for an additional person to join the nomination committee that we have
a slate of candidates well in advance of the Annual Meeting.

 Collecting Commitment to Serve was discussed next. Going beyond the Commitment to Give
(Stewardship) card, we will have this year a Commitment to Serve card whereby we are asking
each member of the congregation in any of multiple ways to be in service to God by giving one
hour a month in service to the church.

From the responses from the congregation, the Commitment to Serve cards will be given to the
respective Team to follow-up with each potential servant.   Becky Jo stressed the importance of
timely follow-up with each member of the church.

 Budget Update was provided by Becky Jo. Eric Hyde, Connie Hauswirth and Becky Jo met to
develop this year’s approach to budgeting. The approach will be, hearing no objections, to
adopt a zero-based budget.  The concept is that every year is a new year not based on last year’s
actuals incurred rather one that says if you had to build a budget for that area what would be
the priorities and with each one what is the expected expense.   (In some instances, there are
obviously fixed costs that will need to be taken into account e.g., utilities, per capita etc.)
however on a larger scale what are the programmatic and changing priorities of the church e.g.
digital ministry.



Additionally, Teams were asked not to spread the costs evenly across the budget year
(otherwise known as flat line budgeting) but rather budget as the expenses will be incurred.  It
was suggested to anticipate the expense will actually be realized the month after it was incurred
to budget the expense being paid a month after the event.

 How to choose a contractor for the church was next discussed.   Discussion centered in keeping
with the Vision and Mission of EPUMC that we needed to have a focus on minority and women
owned businesses as we need to engage a contractor for any given reason.

It was moved by JT Elkin and seconded to adopt a policy of the church to include outreach to
minority, women owned and more universally any under-represented groups in our sourcing of
contractors or persons to potentially perform any contracted work.
The motion was approved unanimously.

 Strength Finder Training was provided for on the agenda.   Team Leaders who had a chance to
meet and discuss their complementary skill sets, were asked to share what they learned of each
other and how each skill set could contribute or did contribute to the success of the Team.
Additionally, how going forward skill sets that could be in other teams or persons could be
tapped to ensure success of any given initiative.

Team leaders that had yet to engage in this learning experience were asked to still do so.

Additionally requested that we each watch a movie and notice characters’ strengths.

 Next Meetings were discussed and decided:
o Tuesday, 30 November
o Wednesday, 29 December


